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Cunevo (TN) - Customer: MELINDA
2.200 m² of post-tensioned concrete floor with our additive AETERNUM PAV, a specific 
compound that improves compactness, impermeability and durability of concrete. 
The result was a monolithic industrial floor with a reduced thickness and without 
any shrinkage joints. This ensured increased flatness and a drastic reduction in 
maintenance costs, as well as high resistance to cracks, curling and warping.

Vimercate (MB) - Customer: Fintechno
Cast industrial concrete floor (30.000 m²) with our specific admixture AETERNUM 
PAV. The new support was prepared by closed-circuit shot-blasting in order to obtain 
a perfect roughness; then a special cover of self-levelling epoxy resin EPOTEK 
AUTOLIVELLANTE was applied on the support. The floor was covered with a specific 
polyurethane painting POLISINTEK U. Waterproofing of a surface of 1.500 m² with 
our waterproof coating TEKNALAST; cast concrete ramp with our specific admixture 
AETERNUM PAV.

Nova Milanese (MB) - Customer: Eurotubi Europa
Post-tensioned concrete floor with our additive AETERNUM PAV was realized on 
ground floor and demolition of the preexisting floor and pouring of a concrete screed 
on the first floor. Our specific epoxy resin EPOTEK for construction joints between 
fresh and hardened concrete was applied on the floor. Then our special covering of 
self-levelling epoxy resin EPOTEK AUTOLIVELLANTE was applied on the support.

PORTO CERVO (OT) Customer: Billionaire Club Porto Cervo
In the embodiment of the pavement of the famous Billionaire Club of Porto Cervo were 
performed in a first phase the preparation of the support, followed by a hand of EPOTEK 
PRIMER. Later we was applied a layer of coating self-leveling white resin EPOTEK SOL, 
and then a second layer mixed with gold dust for artistic finishing and covered, in the final 
stage, with a polyurethane resin protective clear TEKNIFLOOR PT7.

Renate (MB) - Customer: TEKNA CHEM
1.000 m² of post-tensioned concrete floor with our 
admixture AETERNUM PAV. The whole surface 
was covered with our methacrylic resin METATEK.
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